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LOAD BALANCING AND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT ON AGENT 

BASED GRID SYSTEMS FOR APPLICATIONS WITH HARD DEADLINES 

SUMMARY 

As internet and very fast connections become more widespread, distributed 

computing has become one of the populer research topics in computer science. Most 

of the scientific calculations take very long time using convential methods. However 

after the usage of distributed computing, these scientific calculations can be done 

within acceptable times. 

One of the applications of distributed computing is grid systems. Grids give the 

capability to build decentralized virtual super computers with the usage of distributed 

computing. Grid computing is a model for wide-area distributed and parallel 

computing across heterogeneous networks, aiming to reach breakthrough computing 

power at low cost. Reliability, stability, data security and trustworthiness are 

important specifications of grid systems. 

Another application of distributed computing is agent systems. Agents are 

encapsulated and autonomous software and hardware systems, which execute an 

assigned task by communicating and collaborating with other actors at the same time 

or different physical environments. In traditional agent systems, agents have limited 

information about the problem on hand and limited capacity to solve the whole 

problem, thus no single agent controls the whole system. Agents build a virtual 

organization by combining limited capacity of each agent through intensive 

cooperation. 

An important aspect of distributed computing is load balancing and resource 

management. Overall success of the distributed and parallel computing environments 

rely on the success of the system’s load balancing and resource management 

strategy. The two common studied economics model in the context of resource 

management and load balancing are centralized and decentralized approaches. Both 

of these approaches use auctions in order to match jobs with interested parties. 

Decentralized approaches use separate actors to find and participate in currently open 

auctions. However this approach requires extensive messaging and awareness of the 

current grid system.  

Centralized approaches use a central market to handle load balancing and resource 

management. Only market needs to be aware of the whole grid system, which gives 

it the ability to make an optimized load balancing and resource management. 

In this thesis, an intelligent agent based grid system that combines the two different 

perceptions of distributed computing is proposed and implemented. After that a load 

balancing and resource management strategy on the implemented system is proposed 

and implemented. 
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The main reason of the introducement of an agent based grid system is because such 

a system fits our needs. An agent based system is needed in order to implement a 

succesful  economics model algorithms. In addition to that, a grid based system 

allows access to system resources and is needed in order to implement a succesful 

economics model. The agent based grid system mentioned in this thesis is based on 

the previous work of Uygar GümüĢ and Nadia Erdoğan from Ġstanbul. There have 

been changes on the system proposed by Uygar Gumus and Nadia Erdogan, that is 

why whole system will be explained in detail.  

Firstly a research of prior works on distributed computing environments is done. 

Strong and weak parts of grids and agent systems are identified. A formal and 

broadly accepted definitions on agent systems are identified. After that a grid system 

based on agents is proposed.  

Agent types and actors of the system are identified. Responsibilities and tasks for 

each actor are analyzed and protocols for each type of agent are defined. Interaction 

ways between agents and management etiquettes are described. Methods of 

connection, disconnection, messaging are declared.  

Secondly a research of prior works on load balancing and resource management on 

distributed environments is done. Strong and weak parts of centalized and 

decentralized market structures are identified. After that a new load balancing and 

resource management strategy on the implemented system is proposed. 

Agent types and actors of the system are identified. Responsibilities and tasks for 

each actor are analyzed and protocols for each type of agent are identified. Methods 

of auctioning, task scheduling, task assigment, task executing and result delivery are 

declared. 

Life cycle of the proposed grid system is identified. 

By merging smart and flexible structure of agent systems, stable and robust structure 

of grid systems, flexible and efficient load balancing structure of centralized market 

structure, a fully FIPA standards compliant agent based grid system is identified. 
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SIKI BĠTĠġ ZAMANLI UYGULAMALAR ĠÇĠN ETMEN TABANLI GRĠD 

SĠSTEMLERĠNDE KAYNAK PAYLAġIMI VE YÜK DAĞILIMI 

ÖZET 

Ġnternet ve hızlı bağlantılar yaygınlaĢtıkça, dağıtık hesaplama bilgisayar biliminin 

gözde araĢtırma konularından biri olmuĢtur. Bilimsel hesaplamaların çoğu 

alıĢılagelmiĢ yöntemler ile uzun zaman almaktadır. Fakat dağıtık hesaplamanın 

kullanılmaya baĢlanması ile bu süreler kabul edilebilir seviyelere çekilebilmiĢtir. 

Dağıtık hesaplamanın uygulamalarından biri grid sistemleridir. Gridler dağıtık 

hesaplama kullanımı ile parçalara dağıtılmıĢ sanal süper bilgisayarların 

tasarlanmasına olanak sağlamaktadır. Grid hesaplama heterojen bilgisayar ağları 

üzerinde, yüksek hesaplama güçlerine eriĢmek amacı ile geniĢ çaplı ve dağıtık bir 

hesaplama modelidir. Güvenilirlik, kararlılık ve veri güvenliği grid sistemlerinin 

önemli özellikleridir. 

Dağıtık hesaplamanın baĢka bir uygulaması da etmen sistemleridir. Etmenler sahip 

oldukları bir iĢi aynı ortamda ya da farklı ortamdaki aktörlerle haberleĢerek ve 

yardımlaĢarak aynı anda yapan otonom yazılım ve donanım sistemleridir. Geleneksel 

etmen sistemlerinde, etmenlerin üzerinde çalıĢılan problem hakkında sınırlı bilgisi ve 

çözmek için sınırlı kapasitesi vardır. Bu sebeple sistemi kontrol eden merkezi bir 

etmen bulunmamaktadır. Etmenler yoğun birlikte çalıĢma metodları ile her etmenin 

kısıtlı kapasitesini kullanarak sanal bir organizasyon oluĢtururlar. 

Dağıtık hesaplamanın önemli kollarından biri de kaynak paylaĢımı ve yük 

dağılımıdır. Dağıtık sistemin genel olarak baĢarısı sistemin kaynak paylaĢımı ve yük 

dağılımı ile doğru orantılıdır. Dağıtık sistemler üzerinde kaynak paylaĢımı ve yük 

dağılımı konusunda kabul gören iki ekonomi modeli merkezcil market ve dağıtık  

yaklaĢımlarıdır. Ġki yöntem de iĢleri ilgili etmenlere dağıtmak için açık arttırmalar 

kullanmaktadırlar. 

Dağıtık yöntemler o anki açık olan açık arttırmaları bulmak ve katılmak amaçlı farklı 

etmenler kullanmaktadırlar. Fakat bu yöntem etmenlerin o anki grid yapısına hakim 

olmaları mecburiyetinin yanı sıra çok yoğun haberleĢme yükü gerektirmektedir. 

Merkezcil yaklaĢımlar kaynak paylaĢımı ve yük dağılımının koordine etmek için 

merkezcil bir market kullanmaktadır. Sadece marketin bütün grid sistemi hakkında 

bilgi olması gerekli ve yeterlidir. 

Bu tezde, dağıtık sistemlerin iki farklı yöntemini birleĢtiren etmen temelli bir grid 

sistemi sunulmuĢ ve gerçeklenmiĢtir. Bundan sonra ise önerilen sistem üzerinde 

verimli bir kaynak paylaĢımı ve yük dağılımı sistemi önerilmiĢ ve gerçeklenmiĢtir. 
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Etmen tabanlı bir grid sisteminin tanıtılmasının sebebi böyle bir sistemin ihtiyaçlara 

tam olarak cevap verebilmesidir. Tanıtılacak olan ekonomik modelde verimli 

algoritmalar koĢabilmek için etmen tabanlı bir sistem gerekmektedir. Ekonomik 

modelin de verimli olarak çalıĢabilmesi için sistem kaynaklarına eriĢim imkanının 

olması gerekmektedir. Bu özellik de grid sistemlerinde mevcuttur. Bahsi geçen 

etmen tabanlı grid sistemi Uygar GümüĢ ve Nadia Erdoğan’ın çalıĢmalarına 

dayanmaktadır. Burada önerilen sistem üzerinde değiĢiklikler yapılmıĢtır ve bu 

sebeple sistemin son hali detayları ile anlatılmaktadır. 

Ġlk olarak dağıtık sistemler üzerindeki geçmiĢ çalıĢmalar üzerinde araĢtırma 

yapılmıĢtır. Etmen ve grid sistemlerin güçlü ve zayıf yönleri belirtilmiĢtir. Bundan 

sonra ise etmen tabanlı bir grid sistemi önerilmiĢtir. 

Sistemdeki etmen ve aktör tipleri belirtilmiĢtir. Her aktörün görevleri ve 

sorumlulukları analiz edilip, her etmen için kullanılan protokoller tanımlanmıĢtır. 

Etmenler ile yönetim biriminin haberleĢme biçimleri tanıtılmıĢ, sisteme bağlanma, 

sistemden ayrılma ve mesajlaĢma yapıları detaylandırılmıĢtır. 

Ġkinci olarak kaynak paylaĢımı ve yük dağılımı üzerindeki geçmiĢ çalıĢmalar 

üzerinde araĢtırma yapılmıĢtır. Merkezcil ve dağıtık  sistemlerin güçlü ve zayıf 

yanları belirtilmiĢtir. Bundan sonra ise önerilen etmen tabanlı grid sistemi üzerinde 

verimli bir kaynak dağılımı ve yük paylaĢımı sistemi önerilmiĢtir.  

Sistemdeki etmen ve aktör tipleri tanımlanmıĢtır. Her aktörün görevleri ve 

sorumlulukları analiz edilip, açık arttırma, iĢ planlama, iĢ atama, iĢ koĢma ve sonuç 

iletimi yapıları detaylandırılmıĢtır. 

Önerilen sistemin yaĢam döngüsü detaylandırılmıĢtır. 

Etmen sistemlerinin zeki ve esnek yapıları, grid sistemlerin kararlı ve sağlam 

yapıları, merkezcil yük dağılımı sisteminin esnek ve verimli yapıları birleĢtirilerek 

FIPA standartlarına tamamen uyumlu etmen bazlı bir grid sistemi önerilmiĢ ve 

gerçeklenmiĢtir. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

Distributed computing has always been a populer research topic on computer 

science. Importance and acceptance of distributed systems has improved since 

internet and very fast connections became more widespread. As research on 

distributed systems keep progressing, load balancing and resource management has 

become one of the most critical and important aspects of distributed systems. In this 

thesis, an agent based grid system as well as a load balancing and resource 

management strategy is introduced and implemented. 

One of the applications of distributed computing is grid systems. Grid computing is a 

model for wide-area distributed and parallel computing across heterogeneous 

networks, aiming to reach breakthrough computing power at low cost [1]. Grid 

systems are virtual systems developed for sharing available resources.Thus grid 

systems have the ability to share all resources in the systems. These resources can be 

storage area, processing power, graphics power, hardware related capabilities and 

many other resources. Grids give the capability to build decentralized virtual super 

computers with the usage of distributed computing.  

Another application of distributed computing is agent systems. Agents are 

encapsulated and autonomous software and hardware systems, which execute an 

assigned task by communicating and collaborating with other actors at the same time 

or different physical environments [2]. Agents build a virtual organization by 

combining limited capacity of each agent through intensive cooperation.  

Reliability, stability, data security and trustworthiness are important specifications of 

grid systems. On these kind of systems with intensive and important calculations, 

stability and security of the derived results are important. Thus, grid systems have 

one or more coordinated centers that control the flow. 

On the other hand, in traditional agent systems, agents have limited information 

about the problem on hand and limited capacity to solve the whole problem, thus no 

single agent controls the whole system.  
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In the context of grid computing, mobile agents are usually employed in resource 

discovery, job scheduling, job deployment, task execution and result collection [3]. 

One of the most important aspects of distributed computing is load balancing and 

resource management. Overall success of the distributed and parallel computing 

environments rely on the success of the system’s load balancing and resource 

management strategy. The two common studied economics model in the context of 

resource management and load balancing are centralized and decentralized 

approaches. Both of these approaches use auctions in order to match jobs with 

interested parties. In this thesis, a centralized load balancing and resource 

management system is introduced and implemented. Load balancing and resource 

management is achieved via several algorithms. 

Decentralized approaches use separate actors to find and participate in currently open 

auctions. However this approach requires extensive messaging and awareness of the 

current grid system. As this type of systems require agreement between different 

parties that contribute to the shared grid structure, agreements are often hard to 

negotiate and result in a limited flexibility and openness with respect to the 

integration of new parties in the global grid infrastructure [4]. 

Centralized approaches use a central market to handle load balancing and resource 

management. Only market needs to be aware of the whole grid system, which gives 

it the ability to make an optimized load balancing and resource management. A 

centralized market place for trading provides a promising approach to deal with 

flexibility and openness problems of decentralized approaches as well as optimum 

resource management efficiency problems. 

1.1 Purpose of the Thesis 

The first main objective of this study is the development of a flexible, reliable, secure 

and efficient agent based grid system. The second main objective of this study is the 

development of an optimum, flexible load balancing and resource management 

system with minimum messaging requirement. 
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1.2 Roadmap 

Section 2 describes grid systems in details. Their purpose and usage areas are 

described. After that, a summary of related work on this area is presented. 

Section 3 describes agent systems and agents. Characteristics of these systems are 

described. After that, a summary of related work on this area is presented. 

Section 4 describes economics models on distributed systems. Their purpose is 

described in addition to a summary of related work on this area. 

Section 5 describes JADE framework, characteristics and specialities. 

On section 6, proposed agent based grid system is introduced. Firstly, agent based 

grid systems, their purpose and advantages are listed. After that, system’s details are 

described. Agents that contribute to the system are detailed as well as the defined 

protocols that aim to ensure grid stability and reliability. Implementation details are 

presented where necessary. 

On section 7, proposed load balancing and resource management system is 

introduced. Firstly, proposed system’s details are described. After that, agents that 

contribute to the system are described. Defined protocols that aim to ensure an 

optimum, flexible and reliable load balancing and resource management system are 

described. Lastly, the details of the proposed algorithms are listed in detail. 

Implementation details are presented where necessary. 

Section 8 contains derived results of the proposed system. The overall investigation 

of the system is presented, advantages and disadvantages of the system are listed. 
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2.  GRID SYSTEMS 

2.1 Definition of Grid Systems 

Grid systems and applications aim to integrate, virtualize and manage resources and 

services within distributed, heterogeneous, dynamic virtual organizations [5]. 

There may be multiple definitions in order to define the grid systems. However all of 

them are based on the electricity infrastructure where grid systems is first used. On 

the electricity grid system, all users receive service from the power sockets 

regardless of the source or the complexity of the technology infrastructure. 

Looking on this side, grid systems enables users to reach shared resources such as 

CPU power, storage area, data or electricity. Interested parties receiving service from 

the grid system do not need to be aware of the location of the resource or what kind 

of technology is used to present the resources [7]. 

Software based grid systems aim to share all kinds of computer resources such as 

CPU power, storage area over a heterogeneous network [8]. Grid systems combine 

these heterogeneous resources and present them as one to the interested parties. 

Grid systems aim to deliver the services with low costs and high quality [9]. 

Software based grid systems are distributed systems aiming to reach a growing, big 

scaled and high performance resource sharing [10]. 

2.2 Purpose and Usage Areas of Grid Systems 

Scientific calculations and industrial organizations often need to use heterogeneous 

resources, services and data in one place. Sharing all these resources and services 

turn into a more complex problem as these service and resource providers can 

operate on different platforms [9]. 
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Current applications include many kinds of technologies that can only work specific 

platforms. All these technologies have their own way of using and operating 

resources. However, current age demands all these technologies to work in harmony 

and have the ability to aim a common goal. On these circumstances, it is obvious that 

grid systems are necessary in order to organize heterogeneous resource management. 

While the first implementations of grids were aimed to provide service to an 

organization or a company, current grid implementations provide services between 

organizations and companies. The characteristics that grid systems need to provide 

are as follows [7]. 

 Reliability: General high capacity systems include multiple power supplies, 

spare CPUs and data storage technologies like RAID in order to provide 

reliable systems. However, as grid systems compose of agents that operate on 

different physical locations, failure of one agent does not affect the whole 

system. Grid systems have the ability to detect such failures and run recovery 

protocols. 

 Management: Grid systems provide base systems that can watch and manage 

the load and conditions of the agents that contribute to the system. 

 Load Balancing: Grid systems run clever algorithms to balance the loads on 

agents and provide results as fast as possible. 

 Usage of Current Resources: Grid applications provide background to run a 

software on other computers when user computers are heavily loaded. 

 Parallel CPU Capacity: One of the most important aspects of grid systems is 

their ability to provide huge processing power. Current applications on 

science, biomedical or finance domains may require big processing power, 

making grid systems useful. 

2.3 Technologies Used in Grid Systems  

Grid interaction mechanisms contain all the different communication methods, such 

as mail, telephone, HTTP, SOAP, SSL/TLS, etc. [6].  
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2.4 Applications of Grid Systems  

Nowadays many academic and commercial applications provide grid systems in 

order to share resources and run applications on heterogeneous networks [8]. 

Globus, Condor-G and Legion are the most populer grid applications [8]. 

 Globus Toolkit: Globus toolkit is an open souce software project developed 

by Globus Alliance. This aplication generally focuses on security, resource 

management, flexibility and error recovery subjects. Globus toolkit is 

currently being used by hunderds of web sites and big grid projects [11]. 

 Condor-G: This project is composed of Condor and Globus projects. This 

project is a powerful system that handles task assignment, task coordination 

and system management [12]. 

 Legion: This project is developed on Virginia University. Legion provides 

easy access to resources by supporting MPI and PVM codes [13, 14]. 
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3.  AGENT SYSTEMS 

3.1 Definition of Agent Systems 

Current trend in software development is aiming towards programs able to run on 

distributed systems from stand-alone programs. Agent systems are autonomous 

systems that compose of agents and provide a flexible, secure task execution 

environment. Agent systems provide solutions for new generation software programs 

by maintaining autonomous and clever background [15]. 

3.2 Agents 

Generally accepted definition of agents is proposed by Jennings and Kesselman [2]; 

―Agents are encapsulated and autonomous software and hardware systems, which execute an 

assigned task by communicating and collaborating with other actors at the same time or 

different physical environments.‖ 

The concept of an agent provides a convenient and powerful way to describe a 

complex software entity that is capable of acting with a certain degree of autonomy 

in order to accomplish tasks on behalf of its user [16]. 

In order to address a system as an agent, following specifications must be met by the 

system[17, 18]. 

 Autonomous: All agents have their own set of attributes. Agents have the 

capability to decide whether to interact with other systems or not by using 

these attributes. 

 Reactivity: Agents have the capability to perceive the context in which they 

operate and react to it accordingly. 

 Social Ability: Agents have the ability to interact with other parties (even 

humans) through a set of communication protocols. Agents can compete with 

other agents or work together with them in order to reach a goal. 
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 Clever Behaviour: Agents do not only react to the context that perceive in but 

also take clever actions to execute a behaviour. 

3.3 Multiple Agent Systems 

As stated earlier, agents do not only feel and react to their environment. Agents have 

the capability to compete with other agents or work with other agents. 

Multiple agent systems are systems involving multiple clever agents that 

communicate between each other. By joining a multiple agent system, agents receive 

the capability to solve problems that they cannot solve by themselves. 

Multiple agent systems have these specifications [19, 20] 

 None of the agents have enough info or capacity to solve the problem on hand 

 None of the agents control the whole system 

 Data is spread upon the heterogeneous network. It is not possible to have all 

the data in one place 

 Calculations are made asynchronous  

3.3.1 Agent communication languages 

The power and success of the multiple agent systems depend on how the agents 

communicate with each other. As the system gets larger, more and more reliable 

communication systems are needed. 

KQML and FIPA-ACL are two commonly used agent communication languages.  

KQML is a language and protocol for managing communication among software 

agents. The KQML message format and protocol structure enable interaction with an 

intelligent system through an application or another intelligent system [21]. 

FIPA-ACL is a body for developing software standards across heterogeneous 

networks and agent-based systems [22]. 
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3.3.2 Agent communication platforms 

There are many platforms using the two mentioned agent communication languages.  

 JADE: Most commonly used and widely accepted platform is JADE, which 

uses FIPA-ACL standards. JADE is a Java-based platform and supports large 

scale applications [23, 24]. 

 JIAC: JIAC is a Java-based platform for development and the operation of 

large scale, distributed applications and services [25]. 

 JACK: JACK is a Java-based agent-oriented development environment that 

can be used to develop agent-based systems [26]. 

In addition to these platforms, Spark, JAM, PRS, AgentSpeak are other agent 

communication platforms. 
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4.  ECONOMICS MODEL ON DISTRIBUTED SYSTEMS 

Grid computing technology enables the creation of large-scale IT infrastructures that 

are shared across organization boundries. In such organizations, consumer conflicts 

are common and these conflicts originate from the selfish actions that consumers 

perform in order to complete their service request. In addition to that, service 

providers mostly happen to operate on levels that they cannot operate because of 

system limits. In order to deal with these conflicts and problems, economics model 

and principles in grid systems are introduced [27,28]. 

Consumers are the agents that require a service from the grid system. Upon result 

delivery, consumer pay a price that is agreed beforehand. 

Providers are the agents that provide processing power to the grid system in order to 

complete service requests. Upon result delivery, providers receive a payment that is 

agreed beforehand. 

The two common studied economics model in the context of resource management 

are centralized and decentralized approaches. 

4.1 Centralized Economics Model 

Centralized economics model, which is also called centralized broker system, 

contains a market to which consumers may direct their service requests. The market 

collects requests from the consumers as well as negotiating with providers in order to 

fulfill the service requests of each consumer within their QOS constraints [29]. 

Market has its own set of protocols in order to receive service requests and negotiate 

with providers. 

The market runs several algorithms in order to do load balancing and resource 

management. These algorithms may prioritize the request regarding their deadline, 

payment, remaining capacity and some other properties. 
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A centralized approach has the advantage of the market having full access to the grid 

structure. Therefore, market is able to rank all requests according to expected values 

and use this information in order to maximize the aggregate value generated by the 

system [29]. 

4.2 Decentralized Economics Model 

Depending on the scale of deployment, a centralized approach may not have 

sufficient scalability. Decentralized economics models aim to solve this problem.  

Decentralized economics models do not have a central control unit like centralized 

economics models. Instead of a centralized control unit, each provider hosts an 

auction for selling its resources or each consumer hosts an auction for buying 

resources [30]. 

On such systems, it is clear that system needs separate agents in order find and join 

auctions. 

There are several types of auctions. Most common ones are Vickrey auction, Double 

auction and First-price sealed-bid auction.  

 Vickrey auction: Vickrey auction is a type of sealed-bid auction where 

bidders submit their bids without knowing other bids. The highest bidder 

wins but the price paid is the second-highest bid [31].  

 Double auction: Double auction is a type of auction that uses an auctioneer. 

All buyers send their bids to the auctioneer while sellers simultaneously send 

their prices to the auctioneer. After a certain amount of time, the auctioneer 

chooses a price p. All buyers that have bid more than p, buy resources at price 

p while all sellers who asked less than p, sell resources at price p [32]. 

 First-price sealed-bid auction: First-price sealed-bid auction is a type of 

auction where bidders submit their bids and the bidder with the highest bid 

wins. 

As decentralized economics model systems require agreement between different 

parties that contribute to the shared grid structure, agreements are often hard to 

negotiate and result in a limited flexibility and openness with respect to the 

integration of new parties in the global grid infrastructure [4]. 
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4.3 Applications on Economics Models 

The idea of using economics principles in resource management is certainly not new. 

There are many applications following this idea. 

 Spawn: Spawn system was first to increase or decrease the parallelization of 

distributed systems using hierarchical funding structures. Spawn used 

auctions in order to trade CPU resources [34]. 

 Popcorn: Popcorn system traded resources called ―Java operations per 

second‖ in a resource market using Vickrey auctions as well as double 

auctions [35]. 

 GridSim: GridSim is a simulation toolkit that provides core functionalities to 

build simulators for studying resource-allocation algorithms in grid 

environments [36]. 

 SimGrid: SimGrid is another simulation toolkit that provides core 

functionalities to build simulators for studying resource-allocation algorithms 

in grid environments [37]. 

Other economics-based resource-management systems have been investigated by 

several researches such as [30, 33].  

However, none of these works represent an actual environment to test the results as 

in this thesis. Because of that similarity is limited with the idea of proposing similar 

ways to accomplish load balancing and resource management. 
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5.  JADE FRAMEWORK 

JADE is a software framework fully implemented in Java language that simplifies 

the implementation of multi-agent systems through a middle-ware that claims with 

the FIPA specifications and through a set of tools that support the debugging and 

deployment phase [24]. 

Jade includes two main products 

 A FIPA compliant agent platform package 

 A package to develop Java agents 

5.1 JADE Features 

JADE provides following features to the developers [38]. 

 Distributed Agent Platform: The agent platform can be split among several 

hosts. Agents are implemented as Java threads and they live within agent-

containers that provide runtime support to the agent execution. 

 Graphical User Interface to manage several agents and agent containers from 

a remote host. 

 Debugging tools to help in development phase. 

 Intra-platform agent mobility enabling the transfer of both code and state of 

the agent. 

 Multiple, parallel and concurrent agent activities. 

 FIPA compliant agent platform that includes AMS (Agent Management 

System), DF (Directory Facilitator), ACC (Agent Communication Channel) 

 FIPA interaction protocols 

 FIPA compliant naming-service 
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5.2 JADE Architectural Structure 

JADE directory structure is constructed with respect to FIPA standards. JADE is 

composed of the following packages [38]. 

 jade.core package: Implements the kernel of the system. This package 

includes Agent class and this class is to be extended by all agents in the 

system. In addition to that, agent behaviours are contained in 

jade.core.behaviours sub-package. Behaviours stand for the tasks or 

intentions of an agent.  

 jade.lang.acl package: This sub-package includes Agent Communication 

Language according to FIPA specifications. 

 jade.content package: This package stands for supporting user-defined 

ontologies and content languages. 

 jade.domain package: This package contains FIPA compliant agent 

management entities, especially AMS, DF agents. AMS and DF agents 

provide life-cycle, white and yellow page services. This package also 

contains sub-packages in order to manage agent lifecycle, sniffing messages 

etc. 

 jade.gui package: This package is used for creating GUIs to display and edit 

Agent Identifiers, Agent Descriptors, ACL Message etc. 

 jade.mtp package: This package contains a set of Message Transport 

Protocols. All user-defined message transport protocols should use the 

interface that is included in this package.  

 jade.proto package: This package contains standard interaction protocols 

defined by FIPA. This package also contains classes that help to create self-

defined protocols. 

 jade.wrapper package: This package contains wrappers in order to allow the 

usage of JADE as a library and enable external java applications to launch 

JADE agents and agent containers. 
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5.3 JADE Tools 

JADE also supports a set of tools in order to simplify platform administration and 

application development. Each tool is sub-packaged under jade.tools package. The 

available tools are listed below [38] 

 Remote Management Agent: RMA is a graphical console for managing and 

controlling the platform remotely. 

 Dummy Agent: Dummy agent is used for monitoring and debugging JADE 

agents. 

 Sniffer: Sniffer is a tool for intercepting ACL messages while they are being 

sent and displaying them on GUI. 

 Introspector: Introspector is an agent for monitoring behaviours, ACL 

messages and life cycle of JADE agents. 

 Directory Facilitator Graphical User Interface: DF GUI is a GUI tool that can 

be used by all yellow page services in order to display and control them. 

 Log Manager Agent: Log manager agent is an agent for setting run time 

logging information. 

 Socket Proxy Agent: Socket proxy agent is an agent that controls the 

communication between JADE platform and TCP/IP connections. ACL 

messages are converted to simple ASCII strings and transported via socket 

connections. 

5.4 JADE Agent Platform 

The standard model of an agent platform, as defined by FIPA, is represented in 

Figure 5.1 [24]. 
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Figure 5.1: Reference architecture of a FIPA agent platform [24]. 

The key components of a FIPA compliant agent platform are AMS, DF and ACC. 

 Agent Management System: AMS is the agent who has the full control over 

the agent platform. Each platform has one and only one AMS. AMS provides 

white page, life cycle services and holds a directory of agent identifiers. Each 

agent needs to register with AMS in order to receive a valid agent identifier. 

 Directory Facilitator: DF is the agent who provides yellow page service in the 

agent platform. 

 Agent Communication Channel: ACC is also called Message Transport 

System. ACC controls all the exchange of messages within the platform. 

JADE is fully compliant with this reference architecture. When JADE platform is 

launched, AMS, DF and ACC are automatically created. JADE also supports the 

platform to be split between multiple platforms, however the main container is the 

container where AMS lives.   

5.5 JADE Agents 

JADE agents can be in one of several states during agent life cycle according to 

FIPA specifications [38]. These states are shown in Figure 5.2.  
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Figure 5.2: FIPA agent states [24]. 

Definitions of these states are given below. 

 INITIAL: The agent object is built but has not registered with AMS yet, thus 

does not have an address and cannot communicate with other agents 

 ACTIVE: The agent object is built, registered with AMS, has an address and 

can use all JADE capabilities. 

 SUSPENDED: The agent object is currently stopped. Agent is unable to 

execute any behaviours. 

 WAITING: The agent object is blocked by waiting for a condition. The agent 

will become active again after the specified condition happens. 

 DELEGATED: The agent object is dead. Agent is no more registered with 

AMS 

 TRANSIT: This is the state for mobile agents while moving to a new 

location.  
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6.  PROPOSED AGENT BASED GRID SYSTEM 

The first part of the thesis is composed of the proposal of an agent based grid system 

and the implementation of the proposed system. The reason and advantages for such 

a system will be explained in this section. 

The agent based grid system mentioned in this thesis is based on [44, 45]. There have 

been changes on the system proposed by Uygar GümüĢ and Nadia Erdoğan, 

especially on defined protocols, that is why whole system will be explained in detail. 

6.1 Grids and Agent Systems 

Grid architecture consists of parts that handle resources, messaging, resource 

management. Grid systems and applications aim to integrate, virtualize and manage 

resources and services within distributed, heterogeneous, dynamic virtual 

organizations [5]. That’s why data security and stability are important aspects of grid 

systems 

On the other hand, agent systems provide a more flexible platform. The main focus 

of agent systems are flexibility and independence while grid systems focus on data 

security and stability. Although all agents are important aspects of agent systems, the 

whole system is not dependent on a single agent. 

For example, the failure of a single agent is not very important for an agent system. 

However on grid systems, failure of a component, failure in message transport or 

thievery of data may result in bad consequences. These kinds of failures on grid 

systems require error recovery protocols as well as additional security constraints. 

In summary, both systems focus on different aspects of distributed computing. 

However, their aim is similar and they both aim to solve the problems on hand by 

maintaining virtual organizations spread across heterogeneous networks [10, 36]. 
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6.2 Related Work 

Athanaileas, Tselikas, Tsoulos and Kaklamani have proposed a structure for 

providing agent flexibility into grid systems. 

B. J. Overeinder and his friends proposed an application named AgentScape that is 

an internet based agent based grid system. 

Control of Agent Based Systems (CoABS) is another agent based grid system 

developed by DARPA. 

UWAgents that is developed by Fukuda and Smith, is a mobile agent system for grid 

systems.  

Poggi, Tamaiulo and Turci have made researches on enhancing JADE framework to 

support grid systems. 

6.3 Architectural Structure of the System 

In this thesis, an agent based grid system with a clever load balancing and resource 

management system is introduced. This system is implemented using JADE. The 

main reasons for choosing JADE as agent framework is as following 

 JADE is FIPA compliant and by being so systems developed using JADE are 

able to communicate with other FIPA ACL compliant systems. 

 By using JADE, agents can connect and disconnect from the system 

regardless of the platform or hardware specifications of the agents. 

 JADE tools provide an easy and stable development environment. 

 JADE has a support system maintained by both users and the main JADE 

development team (Telecom Italia SPA). 

There are four main types of agents contributing to the system. These agents and 

their main characteristics are listed below. 
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 Manager Agent: Manager agent is the main controller of the system. It is 

responsible from the interaction of agents with the system. Manager agent 

handles agent connection, agent disconnection, task assignment and other 

grid specific tasks. In addition to that, manager agent also acts as the market 

place of the system in order to handle load balancing and resource 

management. 

 Delegate Agents: Delegate agents are created by manager agent in order to 

reduce the load on the manager agent. Delegate agents act as a reach point for 

worker and client agents to the manager agent. Delegate agents handle data 

flow, message transfer of the agents for the manager agent. A delegate agent 

is created for each worker and client agent that is connected to the system. 

Delegate agents are destroyed after agents disconnect or leave the system. 

 Worker Agents: Worker agents are the agents that provide resources to the 

system. These resources can be of any kind. Market (manager agent) runs 

clever algorithms and matches tasks with worker agents. Worker agents 

receive payment upon competing tasks. 

 Client Agents: Client agents are the agents that receive services from the 

system. Client agents send their tasks to the market (manager agent) and 

market finds a suitable worker agent for the task. Client agents pay price for 

task execution. 

The final architecture of the system can be found in Figure 6.1. 
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Figure 6.1: Architecture of the proposed agent based grid system 

As it can be seen, client delegate agents provide connection between clients and 

manager agent while worker delegate agents provide connection between workers 

and manager agent. Worker and client agents have no direct connection to manager 

agent.  

6.4 Analysis of the System 

The system is designed in order to unite the advantages of grid systems and agent 

systems. That is why the system takes both approaches’ weak and strong points into 

consideration. This section is divided into sub sections in order to detail the 

components of the system. However, this section contains responsibilities only 

related to agent based grid system. Responsibilities regarding task coordination, 

system lifecycle and more are explained in Section 7. 
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System software is developed using Java programming language. Software is 

packaged by taking JADE, FIPA, agent systems and grid systems into consideration. 

Packages introduced can be listed as below 

 client package: This package contains client agent related classes. Message 

handler and client info classes are introduced in addition to the client agent 

class. 

 worker package: This package contains worker agent related classes. Message 

handler, worker info, worker agent classes are introduced. This package also 

contains a task runner class in order to enable the worker execute multiple 

task at a given time. 

 delegate package: This package contains delegate agent related classes. 

Worker delegate agent, client delegate agent, worker delegate agent message 

handler, client delegate agent message handler, and classes to check agent 

conditions periodically are introduced in this package.  

 grid package: This package contains grid system related classes. As agents 

will be introduced in the grid system, base agent class is also introduced in 

this package. Manager agent, manager agent message handler and more class 

regarding economics model are included in this package. 

 message package: This package contains messaging related classes. Base 

messaging classes, required behaviour classes for messaging and message 

types are introduced in this package. 

 task package: This package contains task related classes that are created by 

client agents and executed by worker agents. This class also contains result 

related classes that are created upon task execution. 

 pooler package: This package contains pooler related classes in order to 

stabilize grid system by checking agents periodically. 

 test package: This package contains classes that are used upon system testing. 

 FIPA package: This package contains FIPA related classes 

 jade package: This package contains JADE source code 
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6.4.1 Analysis of manager agent 

A central management system is necessary in order to provide the system with grid 

systems advantages. That is why the system has central management system, which 

is also compliant with centralized economics models. Classical agent systems do not 

contain a central management organization [41]. However, a computational grid 

system usually needs a management structure to control the entire grid [7]. Proposal 

of such an agent enhances agent systems with the stable and secure structure of the 

grid structures. 

The main responsibilities of the manager agent can be described as following 

 Keep record of each agent that is connected to the system 

 Create a delegate agent for each agent after it connects to the system. 

 Destroy relevant delegate agents after agents disconnect from the system. 

 Provide secure disconnection of agents 

 Other load balancing and resource management responsibilities that will be 

described on Section 7. 

6.4.2   Analysis of agents 

As described above, the system has five main types of agents. Manager agent, client 

agent, client delegate agent, worker agent and worker delegate agent.  

The relationship between agents are described in Figure 6.2 

 

Figure 6.2: Relationship between agents 
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jade.core.Agent class is the base agent interface for all agents in JADE systems.All 

agents in the system are the agents of the grid system. That is why an abstract Agent 

class is introduced in the grid package. This base class extends JADE agent class and 

contains common methods like connecting to grid and disconnecting from grid. 

ManagerAgent, WorkerAgent, ClientAgent, WorkerDelegateAgent and 

ClientDelegateAgent classes are all subclasses of grid.Agent class. 

6.4.2.1   Client agents 

Client agents are the agents that connect to the system in order to receive services. 

Client agents connect to the system via manager agent. If the connection is accepted, 

manager agent creates a delegate agent for the client agent. All further 

communication of the client agent with the grid system is done via the created 

delegate agent. 

Client agents send their tasks to the system via delegate agent. Grid system matches 

these tasks with appropriate worker agents during its life cycle and client agent 

receives one result for each task. After receiving a result, client agent sends a 

payment to the relevant worker. 

Protocols for client agents are described later in the thesis. 

6.4.2.2   Client delegate agents 

As described before, manager agent creates a delegate agent for each client agent. 

Client delegate agents coordinate the information exchange between grid and client 

agents. Client delegate agents also play a key role in client agents’ life cycles.  

6.4.2.3   Worker agents 

Worker agents are the agents that connect to the system in order to provide resources. 

Worker agents connect to the system via manager agent. If the connection is 

accepted, manager agent creates a delegate agent for the worker agent. All further 

communication of the worker agent with the grid system is done via the created 

delegate agent. 

In implementation, worker agents only provide CPU capacity to the system. 

However, it is possible to share other resources such as graphic processing 

capability, data storage area etc. 
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Manager agent matches tasks with worker agents by taking agent capabilities and 

agent load into consideration.  After task assignment, worker agents receive their 

tasks via delegate agents. Worker agents send a result for each task they execute and 

receive a payment upon result delivery. 

6.4.2.4   Worker delegate agents 

Manager agent creates a delegate agent for each worker agent. Worker delegate 

agents coordinate the information exchange between grid and client agents. Worker 

delegate agents also play a key role in worker agents’ life cycles. 

6.4.3   Analysis of messaging 

Messaging plays a key role on distributed systems as interested parties are spread 

upon big networks. A fast, stable and secure messaging structure is necessary in 

order to provide grid security constraints into the system. 

Proposed system has its own protocols for system life cycle. Messaging plays a key 

role on protocol execution as well as basic messages such as sending, receiving tasks 

and results. 

Messaging framework of the system is based upon JADE ACL module that is FIPA 

compliant. 

6.4.3.1   Message types 

Proposed system has its own type of messages in order to control the system. These 

message types are listed below. 

 CLIENT_REGISTER: This message is used by client agents when they want 

to connect to the system. 

  CLIENT_ACCEPTED: This message is used when client agent registration 

is accepted and a valid AID is assigned to the client agent. 

 CLIENT_INFO: This message is used for informing the system about the 

client agent information. 

 CLIENT_RECONNECT: This message is used when client agents want to 

reconnect to the system in order to collect results. 

 CLIENT_UNREGISTER: This message is used when client agents want to 

disconnect from the system 
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 CLIENT_DONE: This message is used when client agents have completely 

disconnected from the system. 

 WORKER_REGISTER: This message is used when worker agents want to 

connect to the system. 

 WORKER_ACCEPTED: This message is used when worker agent 

registration is accepted and a valid AID is assigned to the worker agent. 

 WORKER_INFO: This message is used for informing the system about the 

worker agent information. 

 WORKER_UNREGISTER: This message is used when worker agents want 

to disconnect from the system. 

 STOP_WORKER: This message is used for cancelling task execution on 

worker agents. 

 WORKER_STOPPED: This message is used for informing the system that 

task execution is stopped. 

This section only contains agent based grid system related message types. There are 

other messaging types related to proposed economics model. Other message types 

will be explained on Section 7. 

6.4.3.2   Messaging structure 

JADE provides a FIPA compliant messaging structure via jade.lang.acl.ACLMessage 

class. All messages have to provide basic information in order to construct a message 

that can be accepted by the system. Required information is listed below 

 Performative: Contains information about the message type. One 

performative is defined for each message type defined in the system. 

 Ontology: Contains information about the message content. One ontology is 

defined for each message type defined in the system. 

 Content: Contains the actual content of the message. According to FIPA 

standards, message content needs to be byte oriented. However, as 

serializable Java objects fulfill that requirement, JADE uses serializable 

objects as content. 
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Messages need to be received and processed regardless of agent state. In order to 

provide that functionality, following JADE features have been used.  

 jade.lang.acl.MessageTemplate class: This class provides a basic template for 

messages. 

 jade.lang.acl.MatchExpression class: This class is used for checking whether 

the message follows required template or not. 

 jade.proto.states.MsgReceiver class: This class is used for executing a 

behaviour when a message is received with an expected template. 

Following structure has been constructed by using the mentioned JADE features. 

 A new class is implemented in order to filter messages according to their 

type. This class is named TypeMatcher and implements MatchExpression 

class 

 A new class is implemented in order to filter messages according to their 

sender. This class is named SenderMatcher and implements MatchExpression 

class 

 Message receiving will be done via a base class named ReceiverBehaviour. 

This class will expect to receive ACL messages containing certain 

MessageTemplate classes.  

 A new class named MessageHandler will be implemented to list all message 

types that an agent will accept. This class will also provide the functionality 

to receive multiple messages at a time. All agents will implement 

MessageHandler class and provide their own set of rules for messaging. 

Proposed messaging structure enables agents to receive and send messages without 

deadlocks or busy waiting. The messaging structure is described in Figure 6.3. 
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Figure 6.3: Class diagram for message structure. 

6.4.4   Protocols 

Each agent connected to the system need to execute certain protocols during its 

lifetime. Agents do not have the capability to act outside the defined protocols. These 

protocols define the behaviour of the agent according to the role that it carries in the 

system. 

This section contains the protocols related to agent based grid system. Protocols 

related to the economics model will be explained on Section 7. 

6.4.4.1   Agent connection protocols 
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Each worker and client agent need to connect to the system in order to provide or 

receive services. After agents successfully connect to the system, a valid AID (agent 

identifier) is assigned to the agents. That connection protocol is enough for agent 

systems. However, that is not enough to provide a stable and secure grid structure. 

Manager agent needs to hold the list of the connected agents and needs to be aware 

of their states during its lifetime. Manager agent also has the capability to decide 

whether to accept or reject the connection request. Although that is not a subject of 

this thesis, framework is constructed by keeping that in mind. 

As described before, system has five main types of agents. Manager agent is created 

upon the system is created. Manager agent is the grid itself and does not need 

connection protocols. On the other hand, delegate agents are created by the manager 

agent and reside on the same node with the manager agent. They do not require 

services from the system or provide services to the grid system. They just control 

connection of the client and worker agents. Thus, delegate agents do not need 

connection protocols like manager agent. 

Only agents that need connection protocols are worker and client agents. 

Connection protocol for client agents 

Client agents have the capability of disconnecting from the system while its tasks are 

being executed and reconnect later in order to collect results and make payments. 

Reconnection protocol will be described later. 

Initial connection protocol for clients can be described as below. 

1. Client agents sends a CLIENT_REGISTER message to the manager agent. 

2. After receiving this message, manager agents checks whether this agent is 

reconnecting or connecting for the first time.  

3. If the client agent is connecting for the first time, manager agent creates a 

delegate agent for the client agent. Manager agent also assigns valid AIDs to 

both client agent and client delegate agent. Manager agent stores these two 

AIDs. 

4. Newly created client delegate agent starts to operate and handle messaging 

between client agent and manager agent. 
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5. Client delegate agent sends CLIENT_ACCEPTED message to the client 

agent. 

Sequence diagram for this protocol is given in Figure 6.4. 

 

Figure 6.4: Client agent connection protocol 

Connection protocol for worker agents 

Connection protocol for worker agents is similar to the initial connection protocol for 

client agents. Connection protocol for worker agents can be described as below. 

1. Worker agent sends WORKER_REGISTER message to the manager agent. 

2. After receiving this message, manager agent creates a delegate agent for the 

worker agent. Manager agent also assigns valid AIDs to both worker agent 

and worker delegate agent. Manager agent stores these two AIDs. 

3. Newly created worker delegate agent starts to operate and handle messaging 

between worker agent and manager agent. 

4. Worker delegate agent sends WORKER_ACCEPTED message to the worker 

agent. 

5. Worker agent sends WORKER_INFO message to the worker delegate agent.  

Sequence diagram for this protocol is given in Figure 6.5. 
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Figure 6.5: Worker agent connection protocol 

WORKER_INFO message contains information about the worker such as worker 

capabilities, what resources it provides and current load on the worker. Manager 

agent and worker client agent use this information in order to assign tasks to the 

worker.  

Reconnection protocol for client agents 

Client agents have the capability to temporarily disconnect from the system and 

reconnect later on. During this protocol a new delegate is not created for the client 

agent as it already is created. Reconnection protocol for client agents can be 

described as below. 

1. Client agent sends CLIENT_REGISTER message to the manager agent. 

2. After receiving this message, manager agents checks whether this agent is 

reconnecting or connecting for the first time.  

3. If the client agent is reconnecting, manager agent informs the delegate agent. 

4. Client delegate agent sends CLIENT_RECONNECT message to the client 

agent by adding completed tasks information to the message. 

5. Client delegate agent starts to wait periodic I_AM_ALIVE messages from the 

client agent. 

6. Client agent receives the CLIENT_RECONNECT message and updates its 

task list, starts making payments. 
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Sequence diagram for this protocol is given in Figure 6.6. 

 

Figure 6.6: Reconnection protocol for client agents 

6.4.4.2   Agent disconnection protocols 

It has been mentioned that stability and security are important specifications of grid 

systems. On the proposed system, manager agent is responsible from recording and 

coordinating life cycles of the agents. In order to coordinate grid system successfully 

manager agent needs to keep track of currently active agents. It is clear that being 

unable to detect disconnected agents will hurt the system’s stability and security. 

Assigning tasks to non-existing worker agents or non-existing client agents is not 

acceptable. Because of these reasons, manager agent needs separate protocols in 

order to organize agent disconnection from the system. 

As described before, system has five main types of agents. Manager agent is created 

upon the system is created. Manager agent is the grid itself and does not need 

disconnection protocols. On the other hand, delegate agents are created by the 

manager agent and reside on the same node with the manager agent. They do not 

require services from the system or provide services to the grid system. They just 

control connection of the client and worker agents. Thus, delegate agents do not need 

disconnection protocols like manager agent. 

Only agents that need disconnection protocols are worker and client agents. 
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Disconnection from the system may happen because of agent errors (hardware or 

software) and agents may want to disconnect from the system. These two options are 

taken into consideration while developing disconnection protocols. 

Disconnection protocols for client agents 

There are two disconnection protocols for client agents. First protocol is developed 

for the cases where client agents temporarily disconnect from the system. Second 

protocol is developed for the cases where client agents permanently disconnect from 

the system either by sending a message or by being in a state where agent cannot 

operate. 

Temporary disconnection protocol for client agents is as following 

1. Client Agent sends a CLIENT_DISCONNECT message to the client delegate 

agent 

2. Client delegate agent receives the message and stops for listening for 

I_AM_ALIVE messages from the client agent 

3. While client agent is disconnected, client delegate agent still continues to 

listen for result message from worker agents 

Permanent disconnection protocol for client agents is as following 

1. Client agent disconnection protocol is used when one of the following 

conditions occur 

a. Client delegate agent does not receive an I_AM_ALIVE message 

from the client agent. 

b. Client agent sends a CLIENT_DONE message to the client delegate 

agent. 

2. Client delegate agent decides that client agent needs to be disconnected from 

the system. Client delegate agent holds the information about which worker 

agents are running the delegated client agent’s tasks. Along with this 

information, client delegate agent informs the manager agent about the 

situation 

3. Manager agent informs the relevant worker delegate agents about the 

disconnection of the client agent 
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4. Worker delegate agents that receive this information send STOP_WORKER 

message to the worker agents along with the information of the disconnected 

client agent. 

5. Worker agents stop running the relevant tasks, update their current situation 

(load and running tasks list) 

6. Manager agent destroys the relevant client delegate agent. Lastly, manager 

agent deletes the stored data about client agent and client delegate agent. 

Worker agents do not send a confirmation message back to the worker delegate 

agents. The reason for this is that during grid lifecycle, worker information is already 

updated periodically. Sequence diagram for this protocol is given in Figure 6.7. 

 

Figure 6.7: Disconnection protocol for client agents 

Disconnection protocol for worker agents 

Disconnection protocol for worker agents is as following 

1. Worker agent disconnection protocol is used when one of the following 

conditions occur 

a. Worker delegate agent does not receive an I_AM_ALIVE message 

from the worker agent. 

b. Worker agent sends a WORKER_UNREGISTER message to the 

worker delegate agent 
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2. Worker delegate agent decides that client agent needs to be disconnected 

from the system. Worker delegate agent holds the information about which 

agents’ tasks are being executed by the delegated worker agent. Along with 

this information, worker delegate agent informs the manager agent about the 

situation. 

3. Manager agent informs the relevant client delegate agents about the 

disconnection of the worker agent 

4. Client delegate agents that receive this information send 

TASK_REQUEST_FAILED message to the client agents along with the 

information of the disconnected worker agent. 

5. Client agents hold three lists about tasks. One for waiting tasks, one for tasks 

that are currently being executed and one for the tasks that are completed. 

Client agents that receive this message remove these tasks from ―currently 

being executed‖ list and puts them to the ―waiting‖ list. 

6. Manager agent destroys the relevant worker delegate agent. Lastly, manager 

agent deletes the stored data about the worker agent and worker delegate 

agent. 

Client agents do not send a confirmation message back to the client delegate agents. 

The reason for this is that during grid lifecycle, client task information is already 

updated periodically. Sequence diagram for this protocol is given in Figure 6.8. 

 

Figure 6.8: Disconnection protocol for worker agents. 
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7.  PROPOSED ECONOMICS MODEL 

Grid systems have emerged as promising next-generation computing platforms that 

enable the building of a wide range of collaborative problem-solving environments in 

industry, science and engineering [42]. 

In scenarios where users are located worldwide and users and resource owners have 

different objectives, it is difficult to design optimal resource allocation mechanisms 

that meet the objectives of both resource owners and users. In order to address this 

problem, a new economics model is proposed to be used on the proposed agent based 

grid system. 

7.1 Economics Models 

As described on Section 4, there are two commonly accepted types of economics 

models on grid systems. 

7.1.1  Centralized Economics Model 

These types of models contain a central market. All resource management and load 

balancing is handled by the market. Consumers direct their service requests to the 

market while service providers direct their services to the market over a set of 

protocols.  

The main aspect of the market is that it works asynchronously with consumers and 

service providers. This means that consumers send their service requests whenever 

they see appropriate just like service providers send their service process information 

whenever they see appropriate. 

Upon a service request, the market cycles through the service providers, checks their 

availability, and finds the most suitable service provider for the service request. The 

market uses advanced algorithms in order to match service requests with service 

providers.  
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A centralized approach has the advantage of having full access to the grid structure. 

Therefore, market is able to rank all requests according to expected values and use 

this information in order to maximize the aggregate value generated by the system 

[29]. 

7.1.2 Decentralized Economics Model 

Decentralized economics models do not have a central control unit like centralized 

economics models. 

Instead of a centralized control unit, each service provider hosts an auction for 

selling its resources or each consumer hosts an auction for buying resources [28]. 

However, these systems may be implemented for auctions to be hosted by service 

providers as well. 

All consumers of the system have their own separate structures for (may be agents 

again) job management, auction discovery, auction analysis and bidding. 

Decentralized economics models have their own set of algorithms in order to do load 

balancing and resource management. Vickrey auction, Double auction, First-price 

sealed-bid auction are commonly accepted algorithms. 

The main aspect of decentralized approaches comes from the nature of auctions. 

Auctions have their own life cycles. Auction life cycles on decentralized systems can 

be summarized as below: 

1. Auction Phase: This is the phase where all bidders send their bids to 

the auctioneer. 

2. Closing Phase: This is the phase where bidding ends and auctioneer 

uses algorithms to determine the winner. 

3. Confirmation phase: This is the phase where the auction ends and 

resources are allocated for task execution. 
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However, decentralized economics models require agreement between different 

parties. Separate agents for auction discovery and bidding are required. Agreements 

are generally hard to negotiate and all bidders need to provide clever behaviors in 

order to have their tasks executed. As bidders are able to attend multiple auctions, 

they may want to leave some auctions and provide higher payments on other auctions 

in order to have their tasks executed. All of these result in a limited flexibility and 

openness of the economics model. 

7.1.3 Proposed Economics Model 

Proposed economics focuses on the execution of parallel and CPU bound 

applications with hard deadlines and intends to combine the advantages of both 

centralized and decentralized economics models.  

Asynchronous work model of centralized economics models end up in limited view 

of the current service requests and service providers. All service requests are handled 

separately, and in this manner, it is difficult to make optimal resource management. 

On the other hand, the working model of decentralized economics models result in 

hard implementation. Auctioneers and bidders need to run clever algorithms with 

excessive messaging requirements in order to handle the many states they can be in. 

In order to overcome the problems of both economics models and use advantages of 

both economics models, we propose a new economics model for centralized 

structures. 

In this model, decentralized economics model’s auction life cycle is integrated into 

centralized economics model. By doing so, market is able to handle service requests 

and service providers from a wider perspective. Market also gains the ability to run 

load balancing and resource management algorithms on more than one service 

provider at the same time. In addition to that, delegate agent structure of 

decentralized economics model is also implemented. 

During system development, we have made two versions of the economics model. 

Design decisions and details of both versions are described below. 
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First version 

In this version, market has three states during its lifecycle. Consequently, as the 

market is also the manager agent of the agent based grid system, all other agents in 

the system also have three states during their lifecycle. 

Definitions and behaviors on these states are explained  below. 

1. Auction State: This is the state where all consumers send their tasks to the 

central market. All workers also send their related information to the market 

(such as current tasks, total capacity, remaining capacity, overload capacity). 

Market collects all these information and stores them in order to able to 

process them all at once. All tasks requests and worker information received 

outside of this state are ignored. 

2. Load Balancing State: This is the state where task request and worker info 

receiving ends.In this state, market runs intelligent algorithms in order to do 

an optimal load balancing and resource management. Not all of the tasks have 

to be matched with a worker. After the load balancing algorithm ends, 

a. Clients are informed about their tasks. Accepted tasks are sent to the 

client agents along with the information of the workers executing 

them. 

b. Clients are informed about their rejected tasks. The cause of rejection 

may be insufficient resources or deadline constraints. Client agents 

have to proceed with their own decision about how to handle the 

situation. 

3. Payment State: This is the state where payment occurs. Client agents make 

payments to the related worker agents for task execution. Payment strategies 

are informed to client and agent workers upon connection to the system. 

As it can be seen, the grid system works just like a state machine. Flow diagram of 

the grid life cycle can be found in Figure 7.1. 
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Figure 7.1: Life cycle of the system on version one. 

Second version 

Upon further investigation, it has been verified that presence of the ―payment state‖ 

is not useful on this model. Payment state is a state introduced for coordinating client 

and worker agents on decentralized economics models. 

When this state is included, worker agents wait for sending their results until 

―payment state‖ is reached. However, on the proposed model, that is not necessary 

and disturbs flexibility of the system. 

In this version, market has two states during its lifecycle. As market has two states 

and market is also the manager agent of the proposed agent based grid system, all 

other agents in the system also have two states during their lifecycle. 

Those two states are  

1. Auction Phase 

2. Load Balancing Phase 

Definitions and behaviours of these states are as mentioned before. Flow diagram of 

the grid life cycle can be found in Figure 7.2. 

 

Figure 7.2: Life cycle of the system on version two 

Messaging and protocol details introduced for economics model are described in the 

next sections. 
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7.1.4 Definition of model 

Responsibilities and behaviours of each contributor is described in further detail in 

the following section. The mathematics model of the proposed economics model is 

described in this section.  

Delegate agents play a key role in the proposed economics model. They are one of 

the key points enabling the use of the proposed economics model. 

7.1.4.1 Client delegate agents (consumer delegate agents) 

Proposed economics model includes a set of n client delegate agents that act on 

behalf of client agents. Definition of client delegate agents can be found on Equation 

7.1. 

),...,1( ni
i

CD   (7.1) 

A client delegate agent is characterized by the following definition. 

),,( iiii BWTRTCD   (7.2) 

Agent tasks are categorized as running tasks iRT  and waiting tasks iWT . Running 

tasks are the tasks that are currently being run by a worker agent while waiting tasks 

are the tasks that are not assigned to a worker by the market. Although market also 

has the option of rejecting some tasks, agents are responsible from these kinds of 

tasks, thus they are not included in the market model. 

Agents budget iB can be used to acquire resources from workers in the market for 

running its tasks iT . Each task is represented by the following definiton 

),,( iiii dVpT   (7.3) 

The agent’s goal is to finish iT  before its deadline id .The execution window for  

iT  is defined as [now, id ]. 
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The cost of running task iT  is that is calculated by a formula that takes task send 

time, task processing power and task end time into account. If task is not finished 

before deadline id , cost can be calculated using the formula or can be treated as 0. 

Every task has a processing power requirement ip  that represents current processing 

power that the task requires to be completed. 

7.1.4.2 Worker delegate agents (service provider delegate agents) 

Our market environment includes a set of m worker delegate agents that act on 

behalf of worker agents. Definition of worker delegate agents can be found on 

equation 7.4. 

),...,1( miWDi   (7.4) 

A worker delegate is represented by the following definiton 

),,( iiii PMPRTWD   (7.5) 

Each worker delegate holds a set of currently running tasks iRT . Each task is 

represented by the definition 7.3. 

Each worker delegate also holds the record of maximum processing power of iW  as 

well as the current processing power iP  which is calculated with the following 

formula 





n

i

iii loadtaskMPP
0

 (7.5) 

7.2 Analysis of the System 

The system is designed in order to unite the advantages of centralized and 

decentralized economics models. This section is divided into sub sections in order to 

detail the components of the system.  

System software is developed using Java programming language. Software is 

packaged by taking architectural design patterns into consideration. 
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 client package: In order to operate in grid life cycle, client agents need to 

have required behaviours and messaging capabilities. This package contains 

required message handlers and behaviours for client agents. 

 worker package: In order to operate in grid life cycle, worker agents need to 

have required behaviours and messaging capabilities. This package contains 

required message handlers and behaviours for worker agents. 

 delegate package: All client and worker agents need delegate agents in order 

to send or receive tasks. This requirement is also compliant with 

decentralized economics models. This package contains required message 

handlers and behaviours for client and worker delegate agents. 

 grid package: Centralized market is also the manager of the grid. This 

package contains market and grid life cycle related classes. 

 loadbalance package: Market uses newly produced algorithms in order to 

operate the economics model. This package contains load balancing and 

resource management algorithms as well as other required classes. 

 task package: This package contains task related classes that are created by 

client agents and executed by worker agents. This class also contains result 

related classes that are created upon task execution. 

All agents defined in the system take role in the life cycle of the proposed economics 

model. All participants and their responsibilities are described as following 

7.2.1 Analysis of Market 

Manager agent of the proposed agent based grid system takes the responsibilities of 

the centralized market. A new behaviour ―Market Behaviour‖ is injected into the 

manager agent. This behaviour makes the market to cycle between two states as well 

as the whole grid system. Upon each cycle of the state market informs all interested 

parties about the situation. Protocols defined for this behaviour are defined on 

protocols section. 

Responsibilities of the market related to proposed economics model can be described 

as following 
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 When ―Auction State‖ is reached, inform all delegate agents about the 

situation. 

 Wait for a previously defined time limit, and during that time collect all tasks 

and worker information. 

 After that, switch to ―Load Balancing State‖. Inform all delegate agents about 

the situation. 

 Ignore all further task and worker information messages on ―Load Balancing 

State‖. 

 Upon newly introduced algorithms, select the chosen one. Use the selected 

algorithm in order to do load balancing and resource management. 

 Inform the client agents about the assigned tasks along with the worker agent 

information executing them. Inform the client agents about the rejected tasks. 

 Inform the worker agents about the assigned tasks along with the client agent 

information owning the tasks. 

 Switch back to ―Auction State‖. 

7.2.2 Analysis of agents 

All agents take their own roles defined with their types during the grid life cycle. 

Details and behaviours of these agents are mentioned below. 

As mentioned before, proposed economics model aims to unite advantages of both 

centralized and decentralized economics models. In order to achieve this, a 

centralized market has been introduced to the system. In addition to that, as auction 

based life cycle is also introduced to the system, the need for agents to organize life 

cycle of client and worker agents comes into place. Delegate agents are perfectly 

suited for this operation.  

Analysis of client delegate agents 

Responsibilities of client delegate agents related to proposed economics model can 

be described as following 
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 When ―Auction State‖ state information is received from the market, send 

MARKET_PHASE  message to the client agent that includes current phase 

information. 

 Receive CLIENT_TASKS_SEND message from the client agent that 

includes ―waiting tasks‖ information from the client agent. Although client 

delegate agent also has information about the client agent as all messaging is 

coordinated by itself, client agent can be a member of multiple grid systems. 

This situation requires CLIENT_TASKS_SEND message to be sent on each 

grid cycle. 

 Send the received tasks to the market. 

 When ―Load Balance State‖ state information is received from the market, 

send to the client agent a MARKET_PHASE message that carries current 

phase information. 

 Receive task information from the market. This information contains assigned 

and rejected tasks information. 

 SEND TASK_ACCEPTED to the client agent. 

 When a worker delegate agent sends a result to the client delegate agent, send 

―PAYMENT_SEND‖ message to the client agent along with the obtained 

result. 

 When ―PAYMENT_SEND‖ message is received from the client agent, this 

means that client agent is making a payment. Extract the worker AID from 

the message and send the payment directly to the worker agent. This 

messaging between client delegate agent and worker agent is carried out in 

order to reduce message traffic within the node where market and delegate 

agents reside. 

Analysis of worker delegate agents 

Responsibilities of worker delegate agents related to proposed economics model can 

be described as following: 
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 When ―Auction State‖ state information is received from the market, send to 

the worker agent a MARKET_PHASE  message that includes current phase 

information. 

 Receive WORKER_INFO message from the client agent that includes 

―worker information‖ from the worker agent. This information contains the 

currently running tasks and the current load of the worker agent. Although 

worker delegate agent also has information about the worker agent as it 

coordinates all of messaging, worker agent can be a member of multiple grid 

systems. This situation requires WORKER_INFO message to be sent on each 

grid cycle. 

 Send the received worker information to the market. 

 When ―Load Balance State‖ state information is received from the market, 

send to the worker agent a MARKET_PHASE  message that includes current 

phase information. 

 Receive task information from the market. This information contains a list of 

tasks assigned to the worker agent. 

 SEND TASKS_REQUEST message to the worker agent. 

 When RESULT_SEND message is received from worker agent, inform the 

relevant client delegate agent about the situation. 

Analysis of client agents 

Responsibilities of client agents related to proposed economics model can be 

described as following 

 When MARKET_PHASE message is received from the delegate agent 

o If the received state is ―Auction State‖, send to the delegate agent a 

CLIENT_TASKS_SEND message that contains waiting tasks 

information. 

o If received state is ―Load Balancing State‖, take no action and wait for 

further messages from the delegate agent. 
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 When PAYMENT_SEND message is received from the delegate agent, 

extract the result from the message. Calculate the payment using the payment 

calculation algorithm of the grid formerly agreed upon and send a 

PAYMENT_SEND message back to the delegate agent. 

Analysis of worker agents 

Responsibilities of worker agents related to proposed economics model can be 

described as following: 

 When MARKET_PHASE message is received from the delegate agent 

o If the received state is ―Auction State‖, send a WORKER_INFO 

message that contains worker information to the delegate agent. 

o If the received state is ―Load Balancing State‖, take no action  and 

wait for further messages from the delegate agent. 

 When TASKS_REQUEST message is received from the delegate agent, 

extract the tasks from the message. Create a java thread for each task and start 

running them concurrently. 

 When a task execution ends , send RESULT_SEND message to the delegate 

agent along with the calculated message. 

 When ―PAYMENT_SEND‖ message is received, extract the payment from 

the message. 

7.2.3 Analysis of Messaging 

The details of constructed messaging structure have been explained on previous 

section. This section will focus on the message types defined for the proposed 

economics model. 

7.2.3.1   Message types 

The proposed system requires a new set of message types in order to control the 

economics model system. These message types are listed below. 

 MARKET_PHASE: This message is used to inform client and worker agents 

about the current state of the grid. Upon receiving this type of a message, 

agents act differently according to the received state. 
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 CLIENT_TASKS_SEND: This message is used in order to organize the 

messaging of waiting client tasks. 

 PAYMENT_SEND: This message is used in order to inform client agents for 

sending a payment and to send payment to the worker agents. 

 TASK_ACCEPTED: This message is used to inform client agents about 

received and rejected tasks. 

 WORKER_INFO: This message is used to organize the messaging of worker 

information. 

 TASKS_REQUEST: This message is used to inform worker agents about the 

tasks that it is requested to execute. 

 RESULT_SEND: This message is used to inform worker delegate agents so 

that they can inform the related client delegate agent about a situation. 

 STOP_WORKER: This message is used to inform the worker agents that a 

client agent has disconnected from the system. Upon receiving this message, 

worker agent stops the exection of  all the tasks that belong to that client 

agent. 

 TASK_REQUEST_FAILED: This message is used to inform client agents 

that a worker agent has disconnected from the system. Upon receiving this 

message, a client agent finds the tasks that are on ―currently running tasks‖ 

list and were assigned to the disconnected worker agent. These tasks are 

carried to the ―waiting tasks‖ list.  

7.3 Tasks 

As we have described before, the aim of the proposed model is to provide an optimal 

load balancing and resource management system. In order to do that, we use the 

basic agent architecture of the  agent based grid system, namely two main types of 

agents, client agents and worker agents respectively. 

Client agents receive services from the grid by having their tasks executed. Each 

client agent holds two lists about the tasks on hand. 
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 Waiting task list: This is the list of the tasks that have not yet been assigned to 

a worker by the market 

 Running task list: This is the list of the tasks that have been assigned to a 

worker agent  and are currently being executed. 

Worker agents are the agents that provide services to the grid system. Each worker 

agent holds two  values about its processing power: 

 Maximum power: This is the maximum processing capability of the worker. 

Worker agents may have multiple maximum power values depending on the 

resource type (CPU, Data Storage Area etc.) 

 Current power: This is the current processing capability of the worker. 

Current power is calculated by subtracting the power requirements of the 

tasks on hand from maximum processing power. 

In summary, client agents create tasks and worker agents execute them. Each task 

specifies its requirement for processing power and a deadline value. 

 Processing Power: This is the processing power requirement of the task 

 Dead Line: This is the time when task is expected to finish execution 

Details of this model have been explained in detail on Section 7.1.4. 

Our current implementation depends on CPU assembler level operations in order to 

calculate task processing requirements, worker maximum processing power values 

and worker current processing power values. The load balancing and resource 

management algorithms that are described in the following sections are also based on  

this implementation. 

The proposed economics model also depends on result and payment delivery upon 

task execution. Details of delivery are described in the next section. 

7.4 Protocols 

Each agent connected to the system needs to execute certain protocols during its 

lifetime. Agents do not have the capability to act differently than the protocols that 

guide their actions. These protocols define the behavior of the agent according to the 

role that it carries in the system. 
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This section contains the protocols related to proposed economics model and grid 

lifecycle. 

7.4.1 Grid LifeCycle Protocols 

The proposed economics model has its own life cycle. This life cycle is also the life 

cycle of the agent based grid system. Consequently, each agent needs to follow 

specific protocols in order to operate successfully in the grid system. 

7.4.1.1 Market Cycle Protocols 

The Market executes the Market Cycle protocol. This protocol causes the market and 

the grid system to work like a state machine. Market has two states as explained 

previously. Each agent acts differently upon state change. 

Manager agent (market) state change protocols 

When grid state changes to ―Auction State‖, the manager agent act as follows: 

 Inform all delegates about the new state. 

 Expect to receive client task information from client delegate agents. 

 Expect to receive worker information from worker delegate agents. 

Sequence diagram for this protocol is given in Figure 7.3. 
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Figure 7.3: Auction state protocol for market. 

When grid state changes to ―Load Balancing State‖, manager agent acts as follows: 

 Inform all delegates about the new state 

 Run load balancing and resource management algorithm 

 Inform all client delegate agents about the task information. This information 

includes both assigned and rejected tasks. 

 Inform all worker delegate agents about the task information. This 

information includes the tasks that are assigned to the worker agent. 

Sequence diagram for this protocol is given in Figure 7.4. 
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Figure 7.4: Load balancing state protocol for market 

Client delegates state change protocols 

When grid state changes to ―Auction State‖, client delegate agents act as follows: 

 When MARKET_PHASE message that contains ―Auction State‖ information 

is received 

 Send MARKET_PHASE message to client agent. 

 Receive CLIENT_TASKS_SEND message from client agent that includes 

―waiting tasks‖ information from the client agent. 

 Send the received information to the market. 

Sequence diagram for this protocol is given in Figure 7.5. 
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Figure 7.5: Auction state protocol for client delegate agents 

When grid state changes to ―Load Balancing State‖, client delegate agents act as 

follows: 

 When MARKET_PHASE message that contains ―Load Balancing State‖ 

receive information 

 Send MARKET_PHASE message to the client agent 

 Receive task information from the market. This information contains assigned 

and rejected tasks information. 

 Send TASKS_ACCEPTED message to the client agent. This message 

contains the task information. 

Sequence diagram for this protocol is given in Figure 7.6. 
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Figure 7.6: Load balancing state protocol for client delegate agents  

Worker delegates state change protocols 

When grid state changes to ―Auction State‖, worker delegate agents act as follows: 

 When MARKET_PHASE message that contains ―Auction State‖, receive 

information. 

 Send MARKET_PHASE message to the worker agent 

 Receive WORKER_INFO message from the worker agent 

 Send worker information to the market 

Sequence diagram for this protocol is given in Figure 7.7. 
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Figure 7.7: Auction state protocol for worker delegate agents  

When grid state changes to ―Load Balancing State‖, worker delegate agents act as 

follows: 

 When MARKET_PHASE message that contains ―Auction State‖, receive 

information.  

 Send MARKET_PHASE message to the worker agent. 

 Receive task information from the market. 

 Send TASKS_REQUEST message to the worker agent. 

Sequence diagram for this protocol is given in Figure 7.8. 
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Figure 7.8: Load balancing state protocol for worker delegate agents  

Client agents state change protocols 

When grid state changes to ―Auction State‖, client agents act as follows: 

 Receive MARKET_PHASE message from the client delegate agent 

 Send CLIENT_TASKS_SEND message back to the client delegate agent 

along with waiting tasks information 

The sequence diagram for this protocol can be seen in Figure 7.5. 

When grid state changes to ―Load Balancing State‖, client agents stay idle. Even 

though client agents do not execute an action upon receiving ―Load Balancing State‖ 

information, background of this protocol is implemented in order to ease future 

development. 

Worker agents state change protocols 

When grid state changes to ―Auction State‖, client agents act as follows: 

 Receive MARKET_PHASE message from the client delegate agent 

 Send WORKER_INFO message back to the client delegate agent along with 

waiting tasks information 
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The sequence diagram for this protocol can be seen in Figure 7.7. 

When grid state changes to ―Load Balancing State‖, worker agents stay idle. Even 

though worker agents do not execute an action upon receiving ―Load Balancing 

State‖ information, background of this protocol is implemented in order to ease 

future development. 

7.4.2 Task Assignment Protocols 

As described before, market runs intelligent algorithms in order to do load balancing 

and resource management while making decisions that match client tasks with proper 

workers. This operation is performed in the load balancing phase. Details of the 

algorithms are described in the section on algorithms. Upon completion of the 

algorithm, the following information is created 

 The list of tasks and the information about the workers running them 

Using this information, each worker agent is informed about the tasks that they will 

execute along with the information of the client agents owning the tasks. In addition 

to that, each client agent is informed about the tasks that are assigned to a worker 

agent along with the information of the worker agents that will be executing the 

tasks. Client agents are also informed about rejected tasks, along with the reason of 

rejection, which may be either ―insufficient resources‖ or not being ―compliant with 

dead line constraint‖. Client agents have the responsibility of dealing with the 

rejected tasks on their own. 

Task assignment protocol for worker and worker delegates is described in Figure 7.8. 

Task assignment information delivery protocol for client and client delegates are is 

described in Figure 7.6. 

Result and payment delivery protocol 

The economics model we propose relies on result and payment delivery as well as 

optimal task assignment. When a task execution is completed, behaviors of the 

agents in the system is as the following: 

 Worker agent finishes the execution of a task and sends RESULT_SEND 

message to the worker delegate agent, along with the computed result. 
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 Worker delegate agent receives this message and informs the relevant client 

delegate agent about the situation. 

 When client delegate agent is informed of such a situation, it sends 

PAYMENT_SEND to the client agent together with the computed result. 

 When client agent receives PAYMENT_SEND message, it extracts the result 

from the message, calculates payment and sends PAYMENT_SEND message 

back to the client delegate agent, along with the calculated payment. 

 When client delegate agent receives PAYMENT_SEND message, it directly 

sends the payment to the relevant worker agent with a PAYMENT_SEND 

message. 

Sequence diagram for this protocol is given in Figure 7.9. 

 

Figure 7.9: Result and payment delivery protocol  

7.5 Economics Model Algorithms 

This section describes the proposed load balancing and resource management 

algorithms. Both task deadline based and worker processing power based algorithms 

have been developed. 
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7.5.1 Worker Processing Power Based Algorithms 

Worker processing power based algorithms concentrate primarily on worker 

processing power while balancing tasks distribution. These algorithms do not 

consider task deadline constraints therefore they are suitable for grid systems with 

similar tasks and soft deadlines. The advantage of these algorithms is their ability to 

run faster, which results in a faster ―load balancing‖ phase of the market. 

7.5.1.1 Highest Power-Highest Processing Requirement Load Balancer 

This algorithm is a significantly faster algorithm compared to deadline based 

algorithms. However, the algorithm tries to assign tasks to a worker and once it fails, 

that worker is not checked once again. This mode of operation results in the inability 

to use the worker capabilities up to %100 efficiency. Still, as stated before, on 

systems with similar tasks and soft deadlines, this algorithm is a fast and efficient 

algorithm. 

The details of the algorithm are described below. 

1. Sort the workers by current processing power values 

2. Sort the tasks by processing power requirement values 

3. currWorker = firstWorker 

4. For each Task Ti 

4.1. if currWorker.currPwr > Ti.processPwr 

4.1.1. Assign Ti to currWorker 

4.1.2. Update processing power for currWorker 

4.2. Else 

4.2.1. if currWorker = lastWorker 

4.2.1.1. break 

4.2.2. Else currWorker = nextWorker 

O (n) = 2 log(n) + n =  n 
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7.5.1.2 Random Load Balancer 

This algorithm is the fastest algorithm possible. Its approach is similar to the load 

balancing algorithms used in online web services. The advantage of the algorithm is 

that it does not need to do any sorting or any kind of initial operations before starting 

execution. Even though the algorithm is not a reliable algorithm to be run on a grid 

application, it may be preferred on systems with many workers, many tasks and soft 

deadlines.  

The details of the algorithm are described below. 

1. For each task Ti 

1.1. Pick a random worker 

1.2. if currWorker.currPwr > ti.processPwr 

1.2.1. Assign Ti to currWorker 

1.2.2. Update processing power of currWorker 

O (n) = n 

7.5.2 Task Deadline Based Algorithms 

Task deadline based algorithms focus primarily on task deadline values while 

balancing tasks. Consequentlyi these algorithms are more suitable for grid systems 

that require reliable resource management.  

Task deadline algorithms consider QOS standards as the first priority. In order to 

improve QOS further, these algorithms allow workers to be overloaded as long as all 

running tasks can still be completed before their deadlines. 

Overloading of a worker is assigning tasks that require a more powerful worker than 

the current one. Each worker initially provides information on what percent it can be 

overloaded to its worker delegate agent on market’s auction state. 

Another important point of this algorithm is that it has the option of running the tasks 

even if it can not be completed before its deadline. This option is useful for networks 

with a single grid system where client agents do not have access to any other systems 

to require services. 
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Procedure isTaskAcceptable is implemented in order to carry out deadline checks. 

The aim of this procedure is to check whether all tasks will still be completed on 

time if the new task is accepted.  

The procedure calculates the running time of a task by dividing task’s processing 

requirement by worker’s processing power. As processing power of workers is the 

number of assembler level operations it can execute in a second, the result obtained 

is the execution time for the task in seconds. 

AuctionEndTime is the start time of the algorithm and is used in the procedure. 

The details of the procedure are described  below. 

Procedure isTaskAcceptable(worker, task, auctionEndTime) 

1. If(worker.currPwr > task.processPwr) 

2. Time currEndTime = (task.processPwr / worker.CurrPwr) + auctionEndTime 

3. if(currEndTime > task.deadline) 

3.1. Return false; 

4. Else 

4.1. newLoad = worker.currLoad + task.processPwr 

4.2. Time initialEnd = task.processPwr / worker.processPwr 

4.3. For each running task: currTask 

4.3.1. Time intersection = currTask.endTime – initialEnd – currentTime – 

auctionEndTime 

4.3.2. Time addition = (intersection / worker.currLoad) * newLoad 

4.3.3. currTask.endTime = currTask.endTime + addition 

4.3.4. if(currTask.endTime > currTask.deadline) 

4.3.4.1. return false 

4.4. return true 

O (n) = n 
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This procedure first checks whether the task can be completed within its deadline if it 

is accepted. If it can be completed, then it checks its effect on all currently executing 

tasks. Even if one of the currently executing tasks cannot be completed before its 

deadline due to the acceptance of the new task, the new task is rejected. Otherwise, it 

is accepted. 

7.5.2.1 Random Deadline Load Balancer 

This algorithm is similar to the random load balancer algorithm. However, tasks are  

assigned to the workers only if they can be completed before the desired deadline. 

The algorithm picks a random worker and runs isTaskAcceptable procedure on it. 

Upon failure, this procedure is repeated multiple times. The number of  repetitions is 

specified by a value of maxNumberOfTrials, which varies between 1 and number of 

workers. Upon experimentation, a higher value is advised on systems with many 

workers and similar task requirements. 

This algorithm also has the option of overloading workers. If none of the workers can 

complete the task before its desired deadline, the algorithm picks the worker with the 

most remaining processing power and assigns it the task. However, doing so also 

affects the currently running tasks and should be done only when needed. 

The details of the algorithm are described below. 
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1. For each task: currTask 

1.1. For maxNumberOfTrials 

1.1.1. Pick a random worker which is not overloaded: 

currWorker 

1.1.2. if isTaskAcceptable(currWorker, task, auctionEnd) 

1.1.2.1. Assign the task to the worker 

1.1.2.2. Update end times for all running tasks 

1.1.2.3. assigned=true 

1.1.2.4. break 

1.1.3. if(overLoadingEnabled && assigned == false) 

1.1.3.1. Find the worker with the highest remaining processing 

power 

1.1.3.2. Assign the task to the worker 

1.1.3.3. Update end times for all running tasks 

O (n) = n * n * maxNumberOfTrials 

7.5.2.2 Nearest Deadline Load Balancer 

This algorithm is the most suited algorithm for grid systems with hard deadlines. It 

achieves load balancing by first considering the task with the nearest deadline. This 

mode of operation is similar to unix kernel job scheduling algorithm with highest 

priority. 

The algorithm first sorts the tasks according to their deadlines and workers according 

to their remaining processing powers. After that, the algorithm proceeds by using 

isTaskAcceptable procedure. 

The details of the algorithm are described  below. 
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1. Sort the tasks according to their deadline values 

2. Sort the workers according to their remaining processing power 

values 

3. For each task: currTask 

3.1. For each worker: currWorker 

3.2. If(isTaskAcceptable(currWorker, currTask, auctionEnd) 

3.2.1. Assign task to the worker 

3.2.2. Update all end times for all current running tasks 

3.2.3. assigned=true 

3.2.4. break 

3.3. if(overLoadingEnabled && assigned == false) 

3.3.1. Find the worker with the highest remaining 

processing power 

3.3.2. Assign the task to the worker 

3.3.3. Update end times for all running tasks 

O (n) = n * n * n 

Different from the random deadline load balancer, this algorithm goes through all 

possible workers, instead of a run time decided maxNumberOfTrials value. 

However, sorting the tasks beforehand gives better QOS  to the client tasks. 

7.5.2.3 Nearest Deadline Load Balancer with Task Refusal 
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In all of the algorithms described up until now, none refuses to assign a task to a 

worker. Not assigning a task and refusing a task are two different concepts. When a 

client agent does not get an assigned task or refused task message about a task, it 

means that grid currently does not possess sufficient resources to accept the task. The 

client agent resends this task to the market on the next auction state. However, task 

refusal means that relevant task will never be executed by the system. Task refusal 

reason may be ―task deadline constraints‖ or ―invalid task operation‖ for the grid 

system. Client agents need to handle these tasks on their own either by dropping or 

changing deadline values. Currently, the proposed system rejects tasks only 

regarding their deadline constraints. 

This algorithm is similar to Nearest Deadline Load Balancer algorithm. It does not 

have the disadvantage of accepting tasks that cannot be completed before the 

deadline, thus affecting other running tasks calculated end times. 

The details of the algorithm are described below. 

1. Sort the tasks according to their deadline values 

2. Sort the workers according to their remaining processing power values 

3. For each task: currTask 

3.1. For each worker: currWorker 

3.2. If(isTaskAcceptable(currWorker, currTask, auctionEnd) 

3.2.1. Assign task to the worker 

3.2.2. Update all end times for all current running tasks 

3.2.3. assigned=true 

3.2.4. break 

3.3. if(assigned == false) 

3.3.1. Put the task to the rejected tasks list 

O (n) = n * n * n 
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7.5.3 Payment Algorithms 

Payment is carried out upon the completion of the task. Possible approaches take task 

end time and task deadline into consideration along with task processing power. 

Market sends all agents the chosen algorithm upon agent connection acceptance. 

The approach used in this thesis is 

 Payment is the task’s processing requirement if the task has been completed 

before its deadline 

 Otherwise, payment is 0. 
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8.  SYSTEM TEST AND ASSESMENTS 

An example that can be divided into multiple tasks is needed in order to do proper 

testing. During tests, matrix multiplication is used as a base. 

Although matrix multiplication is a simple task, calculation time ascends as the 

matrix size grows.  

In order to provide this test environment, MatrixMultiplication class is implemented. 

This class is actually a client agent and holds a randomly created matrix. Client agent 

creates the matrix multiplication tasks using the matrix and sends these tasks to the 

market. 

Client agent collects the results after tasks are executed by the system. These 

operations are performed using the previously described protocols. 

In this section, the performance of each proposed algorithm is evaluated under two 

different system loads. The main point of testing is that both systems loads consist of 

tasks with hard deadlines. This means that no matter how successful the system 

works, most of the tasks will still fail to be completed before their deadlines. 

In all the testing listed below, maxNumberOfTrials is always set to the number of 

workers for Random Deadline Load Balancer algorithm. 

8.1 Test Results on First System Load 

This test environment contains  

 4 worker agents with processing powers 2000, 1000, 800 and 500. 

 8 client agents with a total of 320 tasks. 

 Task processing requirements vary between 4, 36 and 81 

 Task deadlines vary between [now, now + 30 seconds] randomly 
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First analysis is on the number of market cycles that each algorithm requires. Figure 

8.1 shows the number of market cycles that each algorithm requires in order to 

complete the execution of all tasks. 

 

Figure 8.1: Market cycles for first load 

On this analysis, the algorithm which performs the job in minimum cycles is the best. 

When the performance of each algorithm is analyzed, we see that each algorithm 

requires similar number of market cycles except for Random Load Balancer. This 

shows that random load balancer is unsuccessful on system with small number of 

workers as stated in the algorithm details.  

Another outcome of this figure is that Highest Power Load Balancer is close to 

deadline based algorithms. However as it cannot use resources with %100 capability, 

this kind of difference is expected. Upon further testing, it has been verified that this 

difference grows larger as task processing requirements increase, because as task 

requirements increase, the loading of the workers decreases. 

Second analysis is on the success of each algorithm’s resource usage, which can also 

be referred to as load balance performance. Figure 8.2 shows how successful each 

algorithm uses system resources. 
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Figure 8.2: Worker agent loadings for first load 

On this analysis, the algorithm which loads the workers to their max is the best. The 

ideal value for all market cycles (except for the last one), is %100. Looking at the 

figure, Random Load Balancer again is the algorithm that shows the worst 

performance. The critical point here is that all deadline based algorithms perform 

really well in load balancing. The reason that their loading values move up to %107 

is that each worker can be overloaded by %10. 

Third analysis is on the success of each algorithm’s resource management.  Figure 

8.3 shows percentage of the tasks that could not be completed before their deadlines 

for each algorithm.  

 

Figure 8.3: Percentage of failed tasks for first load 
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On this analysis, the algorithm which has the least failure rate is the best. Looking at 

the figure, the difference between Nearest Deadline Load Balancers and Random 

Load Balancer is critical. Nearest Deadline Load Balancers complete all tasks before 

their deadline, while Random Load Balancer fails on %19 of the tasks. In Figure 8.2, 

it is seen that all three algorithms perform very successfully on load balancing 

perspective, however in Figure 8.3, it is seen that Random Load Balancer cannot 

manage resources as successful as Nearest Deadline Load Balancers. The main 

reason for that is that Random Load Balancer operates randomly for resource 

management while Nearest Deadline Load Balancers take task deadline values into 

consideration. 

Another point of the figure is that Random Load Balancer again performs really bad. 

This also comes from the long market cycles that it requires in order to have all tasks 

executed.  

Finally, looking at obtained  results, the overall success of the algorithms first depend 

on how many market cycles they require to have all tasks executed. The overall 

successes of the algorithms secondly depends on the success of the resource 

management performance on each market cycle. 

8.2 Test Results on Second System Load 

This test environment contains  

 4 worker agents with processing powers 2000, 1000, 800 and 500. 

 9 client agents with a total of 1570 tasks. 

 Task processing requirements vary between 4, 25, 36 and 81 

 Task deadlines vary between [now, now + 30 seconds] randomly 

The difference of this work load from the first load is in the number of tasks. The 

first load contained hard deadlines for tasks but the second load has nearly 5 times 

more tasks. On this load, we expect most of the tasks to fail to be executed before 

their deadline, however, the proposed algorithms will try to overcome this problem. 
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On this analysis, the algorithm which performs the job in minimum cycles is the best.  

First analysis is on the number of market cycles that each algorithm requires. Figure 

8.4 shows the number of market cycle that each algorithm requires in order to 

complete the execution of all tasks. 

 

Figure 8.4: Market cycles for second load 

The analysis of this test is similar to the analysis of Figure 8.1. Random load 

balancer again performs as the worst algorithm. Both deadline based algorithms 

again complete task execution on 11 cycles while Highest Power Load Balancer 

completes task execution on 13 cycles. 

Second analysis is on the success of each algorithm’s resource usage, which can also 

be referred to as the load balancing performance. Figure 8.5 shows how successfully 

each algorithm uses system resources. 
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Figure 8.5: Worker loadings for second load 

On this analysis, the algorithm which loads the workers to their max is the best. 

Looking at the figure, it is seen that deadline based algorithms again perform up to 

over %100. However, comparing with first load it is seen that performance of 

Highest Power Load Balancer decreases significantly. The reason for that is that the 

system now operates with tasks that require more processing power. As task 

processing requirements increase, performance of Highest Power Load Balancer 

decreases. 

Third analysis is on the success of each algorithm’s resource management.  Figure 

8.6 shows percentage of the tasks that could not be completed before their deadlines 

for each algorithm.  
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Figure 8.6: Percentage of failed tasks for second load 

On this analysis, the algorithm which has the least failure rate is the best. The same 

analysis can be done on Random Deadline Load Balancer and Nearest Deadline 

Load Balancers that is done on the first load.  

However, as number of tasks increases dramatically, all of the algorithms tend to fail 

on most of the tasks. Random Load Balancer is the worst algorithm with %91 failure 

while Nearest Deadline Load Balancer is the second most successful one with %69 

failure. Nearest Deadline Load Balancer with Task Refusal algorithm is the most 

successful algorithm as it does not run the tasks that cannot be completed before their 

deadlines. 

Overall testing show that increased number of tasks decreases the load balancing and 

resource management performance of the system while increased number of workers 

increases the load balancing and resource management performance of the system. 
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9.  CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The agent based grid system we have used aims to combine secure, stable 

capabilities of grid systems and flexible, clever, dynamic structure of agent systems. 

The system supports unlimited number of client and delegate agents to be connected 

to the grid.   

The economics model we have proposed aim to combine the advantages of both 

centralized and decentralized economics models. 

Implemented system works on CPU bound applications and provides successful 

resource management techniques. 

The usage of JADE framework provides a FIPA compliant structure and is able to 

communicate with other FIPA compliant systems. JADE tools also provide a user-

friendly graphical administration console the system administrators. 

Test results show that system is able to communicate and execute tasks successfully. 

It has been seen that system response is within acceptable limits and the proposed 

economics model provides an optimal load balancing structure even under very 

heavy system loads.  
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Figure A.1 : Agents included in the system  

 
 

Figure A.2 : Details of manager agent   
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